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Glasgow Physics and Astronomy 

•! 40 Academics,  

•! 60 post–doc researchers 

•! 60 graduate students 

•! !60 Graduate in Physics each 

year 

•! Home of Lord Kelvin 

•! Russell (!Ivy) Group with best 

Social Inclusion record 



Our Undergraduate labs…… 

•! Despite “happy” pictures on 

web.. 

–! UG labs not liked by UGs, PGs or 
Staff 

–! Our new advanced lab “cancelled” 

after one year 

•! Why do we put our students 

through it? 

–! Right of passage 

–! Breadth of exposure 

•! Is there an alternative? 

–! Theoretical physics 

–! Undergraduate research 



Undergraduate Research 

•! Embed the (20 year old) student within a research 

grouping 

Positives Concerns 

Students love it Staff time…..(needs high staff ratio) 

They contribute to your research output How will they learn the basics? 

Grads and Post-docs share the 

teaching load 

How will students get the breadth of 

subject coverage? 

Your own excitement for the subject is 

infectious 

When should one make the jump from 

“lab scripts” to the “real thing”? 

Gives research taster to potential grad 

students 

How does this work for central 

facilities? 

How can we get consistent marking 

What to do with bad students? 



Optical Vortices: Light in a Spin 

•! A feature of wave superposition is that one plus one does not necessarily equal two. The 

interference of two equivalent waves can result in a zero intensity – e.g. Young's double 

slits.  However, the waves fill 3D space not just a 2D screen and the dark fringes map out 
planes.  But two waves are a special case.  In general, when three or more waves interfere, 

complete destructive interference occurs on lines (phase singularities) around which the 

phase advances or retards by 2!.  This azimuthal phase gradient means that the Poynting 

vector, and associated energy flow, circulates too – hence the lines are also called optical 

vortices.   

•! Despite their appearance in all natural light fields, it was not until the early 1990's that it was 

recognized that the surrounding light carried an angular momentum, completely 
independent of the photon spin.  This orbital angular momentum can be created using 

simple lens systems, or holograms - made from 35mm film or encoded onto liquid crystal 

displays.  Both whole beams, and single photons can carry this information or transfer it to 

mater to create an optical spanner. 

•! In this talk I hope to introduce the underlying physical properties and discuss a number of 

demonstration experiments and modeling examples, which highlight how optics still contains 

surprises and opportunities for both the classical and quantum worlds. 
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•! An Introduction 

Optical Interference and Optical Vortices 

•! Optical Angular Momentum 

Generation and Applications 

•! Optical Vortices and Angular Momentum 

Use in the teaching/discovery process 



Optical Interference 
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Vortices are ubiquitous in nature  

•! Whenever three (or more) 

plane waves interfere optical 

vortices are always formed 

–! Charge one vortices occur 

wherever there is diffraction 

or scattering 

2! 

0 

2! 

2! 



Map out the vortex position in different planes 

•! Either numerically or 

experimentally  one 
can map the vortex 

positions in different 
planes 



5-plane waves (= amplitude) 

•! Vortex threads form 
closed loops & open lines 



The tangled web of speckle 

•! !1600 plane waves c.f. Gaussian speckle 

•! Experiment 



Fractality of Light’s darkness 
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Optical Vortices before Angular Momentum 



Getting started 

Miles Padgett  

•! 1992, Les Allen et al. 

•! 1994, Les and Miles have dinner…... 



Optical vortex =Helical phasefronts 

•! Description of 

light 

–! Intensity, I "0 

–! Phase, 2! " " "0 

" = #t +kz +!$ 

! = 0, plane wave 

! = 1, helical wave 

! = 2, double helix 

! = 3, pasta fusilli 

etc. 

!= vortex charge!

!= 0!

!= 1!

!= 2!

! = 3!

I! "% Interference!

with !

plane wave!



Orbital Angular Momentum from helical phase fronts 
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Angular momentum in terms of photons 

•! Spin angular momentum 

–! Circular polarisation 

!! &# per photon 

•! Orbital angular momentum 

–! Helical phasefronts 

!! !# per photon 

! = 0! etc!! = 1! ! = 2! ! = 3!

! = +1!

! = -1!



Optical Tweezers: the trapping force 

•! The charged capacitor 
–! “gradient force” acts on dielectric 

–! Draws dielectric into region of 
high field 

•! The focused laser 
–! “gradient force” acts on dielectric 

–! Draws dielectric into region of 
high field 

–! But need to immerse in fluid to 
damp motion 



Optical Tweezers: two problems to overcome 

•! Two Problems 

–! Making the laser beam 
small enough to hit the 
object 

–! See what’s going on 

•! Solution 

–! Use a microscope to do 
both 

–! Inverted geometry allows 
ease of access 

Trapping 

laser 

Objective 

Sample 

Camera 

Ashkin et al. Opt. Lett. 11, 288, 1986 



Holographic optical tweezers 



OAM / SAM transfer to particle held in optical tweezers 



Cylindrical lens mode converter 

•! 1993, Beijersbergen et al. 
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! 

d = f 2

! 

zr = 1+1 2( ) f



Making helical phasefronts 

•! Pass plane-wave through a 

spiral-phase plate (thickness ' ") 

–! step height= !(/(n-1) 



Designing  helical phase hologram 

•! Holographically 

•! Spiral Phase-plate 

 s= !(/(n-1) 

e.g. ! = 1 $!

s"

2! 

0 

+ = 



Making helical phasefronts with holograms 

1st -order 



Making helical phasefronts with holograms 



www.physics.gla.ac.uk/

Optics 

Spatial Light Modulators: 

•! Diffractive optics, e.g. 

–! Diffraction grating 

–! Fresnel lens 

–! Hologram! 

•! Make reconfigurable with 
“data projector” technology 

•! Calculate pattern to get 
desired diffraction 

–! Computer generated 
hologram 



Acoustic Spanners 

Watt for watt, sound (in air) has 106 times more push than light (in vacuum) 



What else for OAM 

Rotational 

Frequency Shifts 

OAM mode 

sorter 

Non-linear freq. 

conversion 

Vortex loops 

OAM 

communication 

White light vortices 



In our Undergraduate lab (third year experiment) 

•! External cavity HE-Ne laser (four afternoons) 

–! Intra-cavity cross-wire to favour oscillation on high-order 

transverse modes, c.f. drum skin 

–! Cylindrical lens mode converter to convert HG to LG modes 

–! Mach Zehnder interferometer to get spiral fringes 



In our Undergraduate lab (third year group project) 

•! Hologram design (in groups of 8, for 16 afternoons) 

–! Literature survey 
•! Kinoform design methods, e.g. Gerchberg Saxon 

•! Exotics beams 

•! Optical tweezers 

–! Write program (LabView)  
•! Plane wave decomposition and beam propagation 

•! Image analysis 

•! Spatial light modulator control 

–! Experimentally demonstrate (from shelf of components) 
•! Generation of Helically phased and Bessel beams 

•! Steering of multiple beams  

•! Holographic projection of Images 

–! Transferable skills, e.g. 
•! Weekly meetings chaired, in turn by students 

•! Individual AND group reports 

•! Individual AND group presentations 



In our Undergraduate lab (final year projects) 

•! What do you see when looking through a stirred 

beaker of water (Photon drag) ?   

•! Will sound always travel through a hole?  

•! Can sound carry angular momentum   

•! Feeling the force in the micro-world  

•! Can “ghost” photons see through a desert mirage?   

•! What is the momentum of the photon in a block of 

glass, nh/(  or  h/n( ? 



In our Undergraduate lab (final year projects) 

•! Undergraduate, final year, Research projects 

(embedded in research groups for $ year FTE) 

–! !15% projects are published as research papers, e.g. 



Light’s angular momentum, further reading 



www.physics.gla.ac.uk/Optics 

optics 



Come and visit us! 



Interested in joining us for a PhD? 

!! Fully funded University Scholarships 

!! Fully funded Studentships from the Scottish Universities Physics 
Alliance 

!! My Group: www.physics.gla.ac.uk/Optics/PhD/  
!! Glasgow Physics & Astronomy: www.physics.gla.ac.uk 

!! SUPA: www.supa.ac.uk/prize/prize.php 

!! Or email: physci.gla.ac.uk for advice and specific contact information 


